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Terahertz absorption in waveguides loaded with InAs=AlSb super-superlattice mesas reveals a
frequency dependent crossover from loss to gain that is related to the Stark ladder produced by an
applied dc electric field. Electric field domains appear to be suppressed in the super-superlattice
composed of many very short segments of superlattice, interrupted by heavily doped InAs regions.
Resonant crossover is indicated by an increase in terahertz transmission as the Stark splitting or Bloch
frequency determined by the applied dc electric field exceeds the measurement frequency.
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FIG. 1. (a) The superlattice structure under dc bias sand-
wiched between two n� regions. (b) Super-superlattice mesa
structure is a repetition of 34 cells depicted in (a). (c) Real
dynamical conductance, dI=dV, versus frequency for different
applied electric fields using scattering parameters consistent
with the dc I-V shown in the inset. Electric fields are given in
dynamical conductance (NDC). units of the energy spacing of the Stark ladder states.
Bloch oscillation was theoretically recognized as a
fundamental aspect of electrical transport in peri-
odic structures more than 70 years ago [1], but only
recently have aspects of Bloch oscillation been experi-
mentally uncovered in two quite different systems. Key
experiments in semiconductor superlattices have shown
Wannier-Stark ladders [2,3], transient Bloch oscillations
[4–7], and resonant terahertz photoconductivity [8]. The
most elegant and graphic experiments on Bloch oscilla-
tion and Zener tunneling appear in cold atoms in optical
periodic potentials [9–11].

The seminal work of Esaki and Tsu [12] drew attention
to the fact that the relatively large scale periodic struc-
tures in semiconductor superlattices made them ideal
solids in which to explore and use Bloch oscillation.
While they focused on bulk dc negative dynamical con-
ductance, Ktitorov et al. developed a semiclassical treat-
ment [13] of its frequency dependence which they showed
can persist up to the Bloch frequency; above the Bloch
frequency or the equivalent Stark ladder splitting, the
material becomes lossy [7,14]. More recently Willenberg
et al. [15] showed theoretically that the Ktitorov result
was valid over a wide range of superlattice parameters
and electrical biases. From this perspective an electri-
cally biased superlattice is a gain medium with high
frequency cutoff at the Bloch frequency. Since the applied
voltage can control the Bloch frequency, it has the poten-
tial to be the basis of a very high frequency, perhaps
terahertz frequency, solid state source.

Figure 1(a) displays a Stark ladder caused by the ap-
plication of a uniform electric field across a relatively
short section of superlattice. The spacing between rungs
of the ladder is eEd and equal to �h!B, where !B is the
Bloch frequency. Semiclassically, electrons undergo in-
coherent oscillatory motion at frequency !B and are
restricted to a spatial region �	=eE (	 is the miniband
width and E is the applied electric field). Electrons under-
going Bloch oscillation do not contribute to the dc cur-
rent, suppressing the net current leading to negative
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Figure 1(c) displays the real part of the dynamical
conductance, dI=dV, following Ktitorov et al. [13] and
assuming equal elastic and inelastic scattering times of

� 0:095 ps. At dc the dynamical conductance is sup-
pressed and eventually becomes negative when !B
 > 1.
However, at high frequency the suppression is predicted
to develop more gradually and the dynamical conduc-
tance becomes negative only when the Bloch frequency
exceeds the measurement frequency.

With these theoretical models we can set aside the
naive view of a ‘‘Bloch oscillator.’’ A Bloch oscilla-
tor does not simply oscillate at the Bloch frequency; it
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FIG. 2. (a) Super-superlattice mesa. (b) A schematic of the
structure in (c) pressed onto the metal surface with a hole to
form a waveguide and outcoupling hole. (c) Waveguide without
the top metal. A double row of super-superlattice mesas in the
middle of the waveguide. Sidewalls are defined by a photonic
bandgap structure.
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oscillates at a frequency controlled by the external reso-
nator or circuit but only at frequencies below the Bloch
frequency. That said, the frequency dependent crossover
from negative to positive dynamical conductance is fun-
damental to the concept of Bloch oscillating superlattices
and their potential use in very high frequency solid state
sources.

We report here measurements of the crossover from
loss to gain, at terahertz frequencies in an electrically
biased semiconductor superlattice [16] by measuring
the dynamical conductance at selected terahertz fre-
quencies in the band in Fig. 1(c); we take a vertical cut
through Fig. 1(c). Experiments were carried out at room
temperature.

While the Stark ladder in Fig. 1(a) invokes the concept
of the quantum cascade laser that has been successfully
made to operate at frequencies below 3 THz [17–19],
there is an essential difference. The gain appears without
net population inversion between the rungs of the Stark
ladder. Shedding the requirement of population inversion
may make this system more attractive as a room tem-
perature device at lower frequencies.

However, it is well known that a medium with bulk
NDC exhibits space charge instabilities that lead to elec-
tric field domains and current self-oscillations [20,21].
But, if the material is sufficiently short, small space
charge fluctuations that grow and provide electric field
domain walls are swept out before a domain wall is
established. As in the Gunn effect, we can define a critical
‘‘nL’’ product below which propagating electric field
domains are suppressed. Here, n is the electron density
and L is the sample length. For a semiconductor super-
lattice we estimate that if nL & 7��0Ec=e, where � is the
dielectric constant and Ec the critical field at which NDC
sets in, space charge instabilities are swept out of the
superlattice before they form a domain wall [22,23]. The
doping density in the superlattices under test was n� 2�
1016 cm�3 requiring lengths of the order of 150 nm to
mitigate propagating Gunn effect like space charge
instabilities.

Armed with this estimate the superlattice material
was engineered as a stack of �150 nm superlattices
interrupted by 100 nm of heavily doped material
[Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] to prevent the formation of static or
propagating domains. Presumably these heavily doped
layers allow carriers to equilibrate and the quantum
transport in each short superlattice behaves indepen-
dently. The results suggest that this approach was reason-
ably successful.

The super-superlattice structure is grown on an n�-InP
substrate by molecular beam epitaxy [Fig. 1(b)]. A 1 �m
thick n�-InAs buffer layer is grown followed by the
8 �m high super-superlattice structure as a stack of 34,
15 period, InAs=AlSb superlattices separated by a 100 nm
thick n�-InAs layer. One super cell consists of 15 periods
of 25 ML wide InAs wells and 4 ML wide AlSb barriers.
Unintentional doping leaves a concentration of about n �
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2� 1016 cm�3. The structure is capped by a 2 �m thick
layer of n�-InAs.

The width of the lowest and first excited minibands are
calculated to be 	 � 50 and 150 meV, respectively, and
separated by about 320 meV [24]. We expect that, at
moderate electric fields, the superlattice transport is con-
fined to the lower miniband and Zener tunneling or
thermal activation to the second miniband is minimized.

The current-voltage (I-V) characteristic for a 10 �m
diameter, dry etched, mesa [Fig. 2(a)] is shown as an
inset of Fig. 1(c). The low voltage portion of the I-V
characteristic is fit to model calculation of the I-V with
equal elastic and inelastic scattering times of the order of
0:095 ps. The voltage scale is the average voltage drop per
quantum well, V=�34� 15�. The rise in the current above
15 meV is attributed to thermal excitation of the carriers
into the second miniband due to heating [25].

To conduct THz absorption spectroscopy, two rows of
superlattice mesas with 25 �m pitch are loaded into the
center of a waveguide (335 �m wide) [Fig. 2(b)]. The
bottom of the waveguide is formed by the n� substrate.
The sidewalls of the waveguide are defined by an array of
posts that act like photonic band gap material with a stop
band 1.35–2.3 THz. A distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)-
like structure is fabricated on either side of the photonic
crystal to block any unwanted radiation from propagating
through the sides of the waveguide. The top part of the
waveguide is formed by gold coated (7000 �A) brass (sub
0:3 �m roughness) and is also used to contact the super-
lattice mesas. Both DBR and photonic crystal structures
are etched 1 �m below the superlattice mesas to avoid
electrical contact with the top part of the waveguide.
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Radiation is collected from the center of the waveguide
through a 500 �m size hole in the brass and guided to a
fast InSb bolometer [Fig. 2(c)]. Only THz radiation trans-
mitted through the waveguide interacting with the ridge
of electrically biased superlattice mesas is collected at the
detector.

Terahertz radiation from the UCSB free-electron lasers
is directed at the entrance of the 10 �m high waveguide.
During the pulse of terahertz radiation, the superlattices
are biased with a short electrical pulse. Compare Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). This results in an increase in transmission,
Fig. 3(b), as the dynamical conductance is suppressed.
The fractional change in transmission is recorded as a
function of voltage amplitude and displayed for 1.98 THz
in Fig. 3(c). The total voltage is divided by the number of
quantum wells, 34� 15, and the horizontal axis is the
nominal Bloch frequency or Stark splitting assuming the
voltage is dropped uniformly over each and every short
superlattice section.

Using the model calculation used to generate Fig. 1(c),
we have calculated the fractional change in transmission
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FIG. 3. (a) A pulse of terahertz radiation is transmitted and
detected. (b) A short electrical pulse applied to the super-
superlattices causes an increase in transmission. (c) Solid
circles display the fractional change in transmission as a
function of applied voltage displayed as the average voltage
drop per quantum well. The predicted dependence based on
Fig. 1(c), is shown by the dashed curve. The experimental data
can be brought into agreement (open circles) if 0.75 of the
quantum wells experience a Stark splitting. The schematic
superlattice to the right is uniformly biased; to the left the
same voltage drop appears over a fraction of the quantum wells
between two n� regions. The model indicates that the crossover
from loss to gain occurs at different values of the fractional
change in transmission.
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at 1.98 THz versus Stark splitting and displayed it as a
dashed line. (The magnitude is adjusted to fit the maxi-
mum measured change of 8%.) The experimental data
can be fit well, the solid line, only if one assumes that
�75% of the quantum wells participate in the Stark
ladder. There are several possible reasons for this. First,
the superlattice is not short enough to completely mitigate
electric field domains. Second, the suppression of electric
field domains by a short superlattice does not guarantee a
perfectly uniform electric field. Third, there is appre-
ciable electron spillover from the heavily doped layers.
Nonetheless, we conclude that at this frequency we can
quantitatively understand the transmission versus applied
voltage if we simply assume that the voltage is dropped
across �75% of the length of each of the superlattices in
the structures.

We speculate that if the model used in Fig. 1(c) is
correct there is potential gain at 1.98 THz in the structure
if the Stark splitting exceeds 8 meV. Note that the critical
Stark splitting does not represent a low frequency limit
for potential gain. While the system can exhibit no gain
until the Stark splitting exceeds 7 meV, gain will occur at
low frequencies in sufficiently high electric fields. We
cannot know if we have net gain unless the losses are
sufficiently low that the system actually amplifies or
oscillates.

Figure 4(a) displays similar measurements at six dif-
ferent terahertz frequencies. In each case the data are
characterized by an increase in transmission and satura-
tion. If we mark the voltage where the change in trans-
mission achieves 1=2 the maximum value and plot this
voltage (average Stark splitting) as a function of the
frequency, we discover the linear dependence shown in
Fig. 4(b). The crossover depends on the frequency; the
higher frequency, the higher voltage or Stark splitting
required to sense the suppression of the real dynamical
conductance.

To provide a more quantitative measure of the inter-
action of the terahertz fields with the superlattice loaded
waveguide, we have calculated the fractional change in
transmission for the first excited even mode depicted in
Fig. 4(d). This mode is the first even mode that avoids the
lossy ridge. We presume that this mode carries radiation
to the detector in the absence of applied dc voltage and the
mode that we tune the system to before we excite the
superlattices in the ridge with the electrical pulse. The
calculated change in transmission, using the model for
the dynamical conductance in Fig. 1(c), is shown in
Fig. 4(c), at the same terahertz frequencies.

Figure 4(c) appears to reproduce the experimental
results in a semiquantitative manner. The magnitude of
the fractional change in transmission is very roughly
correct, but the systematic increase in 	T=T with de-
creasing frequency is not seen experimentally. At the
lower frequencies we are approaching the lower end of
the stop band of the photonic band gap sidewall and
perhaps the assumed mode profile is incorrect.
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FIG. 4. (a) Experimental fractional change in transmission vs
applied voltage for different frequencies. The solid dots indi-
cate the 1=2 maximum point. This Stark splitting is displayed
for different frequencies in (b). The 1=2 maximum point is a
convenient measure to use to compare experiment with the
model but the fractional change in transmission that marks the
crossover from loss to gain depends on frequency. See Fig. 3(c).
(c) Calculated fractional change in transmission vs applied
voltage for different frequencies, based on Fig. 1(c). (d) Power
density and waveguide schematic.
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We can ignore the magnitude of the transmission
change in Fig. 4(c) and extract the voltage at which the
model predicts the change in 	T=T to be 1=2 the maxi-
mum value. We display this voltage versus frequency in
Fig. 4(b). The voltage at the 1=2 maximum point appears
to precisely describe the coincidence of the terahertz
frequency and the Stark splitting or Bloch frequency but
not the precise crossover from loss to gain. As in Fig. 3(c),
agreement requires the voltage to be impressed over
�75% of the superlattice material.

In summary, we have measured the terahertz absorp-
tion of semiconductor superlattices as a functionof ap-
plied voltage. The strong suppression of the loss occurs at
an applied electric field that depends on the terahertz
frequency confirming the semiclassical predictions of
the dynamical conductance. The threshold voltage for
suppression of the loss appears to be �75% of the pre-
dicted value implying that the dc field appears over
�75% of the superlattice material. We conclude that
fabrication of a super-superlattice, a superlattice con-
sisting of short sections interrupted by heavily doped
regions has been largely successful in mitigating dy-
namic or static electric field domains. The semiquantita-
tive agreement with the predictions of the theoretical
model implies that the suppression of loss leads to tera-
hertz gain. We speculate that an electrically biased
super-superlattice like that explored here may provide
enough gain to fabricate a room temperature terahertz
oscillator. Real net gain can be demonstrated only in
196802-4
an amplifier or oscillator. Experiments in this direction
continue.
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